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 CRISPIN WRIGHT

 ON BASIC LOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

 Reflections on Paul Boghossian's "How Are Objective Epistemic
 Reasons Possible?"1

 I

 Frege wrote that "There is nothing more objective than the laws

 of arithmetic".2 Acceptance of the objectivity of logic, mathem-
 atics, and of epistemic norms generally - norms determining when

 particular beliefs are justified, or knowledgeable, and which beliefs

 commit one to which others - used to be orthodoxy. Paul Boghos-

 sian is concerned to respond to its increasing disesteem among
 thinkers in the humanities and social sciences. "The suspicion is
 widespread", he writes, "that what counts as knowledge in one

 cultural, or broadly ideological, setting need not count as knowledge
 in another."3 He takes it that, unimpressive though the characteristic

 statements of and arguments for this relativistic outlook may often

 be, they nevertheless draw attention to a genuine intellectual chal-

 lenge. I agree. Nor is the seriousness of the challenge qualified by

 its contemporary connection with post-modernist or 'post-analytic'

 orientations. In fact it belongs squarely within the analytic tradi-

 tion. It comes from the extension to epistemic norms of concerns

 that have been and continue to be widely debated with respect to

 norms of other kinds - par excellence, in ethics. (And the varieties

 of seriously considered and worked-out forms of anti-objectivism

 in ethics, of course, go well beyond anything that could usefully be
 described as 'relativist'.)

 Boghossian's main concern in his paper is with basic logical
 knowledge. His response to the challenge is a carefully constructed

 case that fundamental principles of logic, like modus ponens, allow
 of a certain kind of justification - "rule-circular" justification -

 which may, despite unpromising initial appearances, rightly be

 La Philosophical Studies 106: 41-85,2001.

 T 2001 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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 42 CRISPIN WRIGHT

 regarded as intellectually satisfying, provided certain philosophical

 mistakes and confusions are avoided. This is a fascinating sugges-
 tion, and most of what I want to say about it will bear on its
 credentials as an epistemological thesis. But before getting on to
 that, I want to flag an issue about how exactly it connects with

 Boghossian's ultimate target: the question of objectivity. If he is
 right, we can justify basic rules of inference by inferences involving

 those very rules. Yet there seems no reason why an anti-objectivist

 about a discourse should deny that its characteristic claims, even

 ones that are regarded as in some way fundamental, are justifiable:

 what she must deny is, rather, that such justifications can be given

 in purely objective terms (whatever that is taken to mean). True,

 one form of anti-objectivism about fundamental epistemic prin-
 ciples would be the view that they allow of no intellectually serious

 form of justification. That position will be defeated if Boghossian's

 argument succeeds. But it is not the only relevant form of anti-

 objectivism. An ethical relativist, for instance, should be undaunted

 if someone confronts here with perfectly sober, impressive-seeming

 justifications of fundamental ethical principles, but ones which are,
 so to say, ethically internal - which presuppose strong entrenched
 ethical commitments and established patterns of moral sentiments.

 Rule-circular justifications of basic logical laws - if indeed they are

 possible - would presumably be similarly undismaying for a logical
 relativist.

 I am making the obvious point that there is a distinction between
 the epistemological question:

 Is some substantial form of justification in principle possible for a range of basic
 beliefs that we have - and if so, what is it? -

 and the metaphysical question:

 Are those beliefs capable of objective justification?

 To have a worked-out, positive response to the first need not amount
 to being in position to give a positive answer to the second. Boghos-
 sian focuses on basic logical beliefs and, having targeted the second
 question, proceeds to devote most of his work to the first. So there is
 a question whether he ever succeeds in connecting with the meta-
 physical issue; and a prima facie doubt about how his particular
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 ON BASIC LOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 43

 proposal - about rule-circularity - could possibly do so. I shall come

 back to this.

 II

 Not the least of the merits of Boghossian's discussion, however,

 is that it brings out the intimate connection between the epistem-

 ological and metaphysical issues. I myself would characterise this

 connection a little differently (though the differences may only be
 ones of emphasis.) Many philosophers seem quite ready to suppose
 that justification of basic rules of inference is neither possible nor -

 they may go on airily to say - required. "Justification has to come to

 an end somewhere". But so long as we accept that it is an objective
 matter whether a given set of inference rules permit the derivation

 from true premisses only of true conclusions, this is a stance of

 questionable coherence. For in that case to grant that it is simply not

 possible to justify our basic inference rules - that the best we can do

 is merely to go with what we find natural - will invite what seems

 like an intolerable scepticism: a scepticism which says that, at the

 most fundamental level of our reasoning, we hold ourselves subject

 to an objective rational constraint - truth-preservation - but don't

 have - or anyway can't produce - the slightest reason for supposing

 that our basic inferential norms measure up to it. To resist that scep-

 ticism while granting the norms' unjustifiability would therefore

 appear to demand some form of - relativist, subjectivist, whatever

 - surgery on the conception of 'the logical facts': specifically, we

 would need to surrender the idea that the possible patterns of truth-

 value distribution among the statements which our basic inference

 rules allow us to link as premisses and conclusions are settled inde-

 pendently of those links. That is what Wittgenstein was getting
 at when, in the Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics, he

 endorses a conception of logic and mathematics as "antecedent" to
 truth.4

 It is here that I would locate the intimate relation between the

 epistemological and metaphysical issues. It is true, as I stressed

 above, that even if a justification of our most fundamental epistemic
 principles - in particular, our basic rules of inference - can

 be provided, the spectre of relativism and other forms of anti-
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 44 CRISPIN WRIGHT

 objectivism will not recede until the detail of that justification has

 survived a certain kind of scrutiny. But for the would-be objectivist,

 making out a feasible model of how our acceptance of them can

 rank as justified may still be indispensable work if the spectre is

 ever to recede, unless we are prepared for a pervasive and paralysing

 intellectual scepticism. Sure, the question will still arise whether the

 kind of justification - if any - which basic rules of inference allow of

 really does sustain a belief in their objectivity, (and at that point we

 would have to give some serious thought to what we mean by that.)
 But once justification is conceded to be impossible, our dilemma

 becomes to defend against scepticism - if what is at stake (the truth-

 preservingness of our basic rules) is regarded as an objective matter
 - or, one way or another, to provide an argued repudiation of that

 objectivity. In this way, the belief, or hope, that logic can rank as, in
 some worthwhile sense, objective does indeed demand a review of

 the possibilities for justification of our basic logical beliefs.

 III

 Those possibilities can be divided into the inferential and the non-

 inferential. Boghossian is short with the latter. He sees two further

 sub-possibilities: a non-inferential justification for the belief that a

 rule of inference is truth-preserving may go via an analogy - no

 doubt very broad - with perception, or it may try to make out that
 such a belief is somehow justified by default - in effect, by its merely

 being held.

 The (quasi-)perceptual proposal has figured prominently in the

 thought of some important philosophers. Boghossian makes a brisk

 case that it is hopeless. In support of his impatience, it may be

 reflected that someone who is inclined to believe in the objectivity

 of some contested region of thought always has the option of postu-
 lating a special capacity of direct sensitivity to the relevant putative

 region of special fact. This move does nothing to support object-
 ivism unless the claim that we have such a faculty is rendered

 appraisable, and that demands some sort of account of how the

 proposed faculty - in the present case, a quasi-perceptual faculty
 of logical intuition - goes to work on the relevant subject matter
 and is indeed conducive to beliefs which keep track of it. Until
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 such an account is provided, to invoke such a faculty, and the
 attendant conception of the range of facts which constitute its special

 province, is simply to pay ourselves an empty compliment. But in

 the present case no- one seems to know how to deliver such an
 account.

 A sympathiser with the (quasi-)perceptual proposal has a prima
 facie interesting rejoinder, though. The fact is that not every a
 priori belief implicated in successful deductive inference - more

 specifically: every a priori belief whose falsity would defeat the

 claim that a particular inference which we accept is validly drawn -

 can be plausibly (nor, one would suppose, coherently) conceived

 as admitting only of inferential justification. Justifying the rules

 involved is one thing. Verifying that they are correctly applied in
 a given instance is another. To accomplish the latter we provision-
 ally identify a putative conclusion with the upshot of, say, a modus
 ponens step and then check whether the given premises configure

 a pattern suitable to serve as the basis for a modus ponens step to
 that particular conclusion. One kind of judgement which fully self-
 conscious implementation of rules of inference implicates will thus
 be judgements about logicalform. But judgements of this kind - at
 least in the simplest case - are surely directly recognitional, rather
 than inferential.

 How does such recognition work? It would be a mistake to think

 of it as literally perceptual since such judgements may be actively
 involved and - as we should like to think - justified in cases where
 inference is carried out in the medium of pure thought, without any

 written or spoken physical representation, so that there is no literal
 object of perception. But basic judgements of logical form are a
 priori on any good definition of that notion that I can anticipate
 - they can be justified by pure reflection if any judgements can
 be. So it seems that we do have to make space for a category of
 basic, a priori, non-inferentially justified beliefs which are neces-

 sarily implicated in fully self-conscious inference. The strictures
 above notwithstanding, then, oughtn't we to take seriously the idea
 that the phenomenon might extend to beliefs about the validity of
 basic rules of inference too?

 Well, the main - and large - obstacle to that suggestion is that
 beliefs about logical form are particular: they are to the effect that
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 46 CRISPIN WRIGHT

 this proposition, or configuration of propositions, has such-and-such

 a form. Whereas the belief that modus ponens is truth-preserving is

 the belief that every (possible) instance of it with true premises has

 a true conclusion. This generality makes it additionally implausible

 to think of such rules as having a (quasi-)perceptual justification.

 One might (quasi-) perceive that a particular object of attention is

 thus-and-so - but how can one (quasi-) perceive that all objects of

 a certain kind are thus and so? Doesn't the generality of the content

 of the alleged (quasi-) perception just give any serious analogy with
 perception away?5

 Still, if we dismiss the quasi-perceptual proposal on the ground of

 the generality of the knowledge involved, we had better do so with

 our eyes open. For the point will be bound to return to constrain

 the attempt at an inferential justification of basic rules of infer-

 ence. Simply: if the type of justificatory inferences to be proposed

 are to be deductively compelling, and are to exhibit convincing
 grounds for knowledge of their conclusions, then the relevant addi-

 tional generality of content will have somehow be packed into their
 premises. So those premises will then, it is to be expected, present

 the same epistemological problem in their turn. In ?10 below, I'll

 review the response to this which I believe Boghossian must make.

 IV

 Should we assume, however, that inferential justification will be

 the only avenue left open if the (quasi-) perceptual model fails?

 Boghossian dismisses the option of 'default-justification' equally

 briskly. And he is surely right that this idea, too, is merely hand-
 waving unless work is done to explain how the situation can arise.

 How can it happen that a certain class of beliefs may rightly be
 regarded as justified just in virtue of their being held, without the

 need for any particular epistemic pedigree, and which exactly are

 the beliefs which are fitted to occupy this peculiar situation? The
 proposal needs to be developed to a point where it can be properly

 distinguished from dogma, complacency and impatience. If our only
 datum is that we haven't got a clue how to make out a justification

 for a class of beliefs we'd like to be justified, 'default justification'
 is just a marker for wishful thinking. What can be done?
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 I think there is one line which is worth some attention. This

 would have it that a belief is default-justified just in case any attempt

 to make out that it was unjustified would have to presuppose it.

 Consider, for example, my belief that I am capable of rational
 thought. Anything that I might do, for whatever reason, to try to
 make a case that I have no justification for this belief would have

 to involve some process of ratiocination. And whatever that process

 was, I oughtn't to attach any credibility to it unless I take it that I am

 capable of rational thought. So, in the sense proposed, I am default-

 justified in holding that I am capable of rational thought. I cannot

 consistently suppose that any doubt I might entertain about that is
 rationally grounded.

 One might well hold out some hope for a case that modus ponens

 too can be default-justified in this kind of way - that any case against

 it6 would somehow have to presuppose it.7 Pay attention, though, to
 the species of 'justification' which is delivered in this kind of case:

 it is not that I get a justification for thinking, for instance, that, as

 a matter of real fact, I am capable of rational thought. It is merely
 that I cannot, self-credibly as it were, take myself to have contrived

 a doubt about it. In parallel, this kind of default-justification of

 modus ponens would merely bring out that scepticism about it was
 self-undermining. Why, though, should the fact that a rule is so
 deeply entrenched in our procedures of argument that anything we'd

 recognise as a case against it would have implicitly to rely on it, -

 why should this fact be supposed to have any tendency to show its

 objective validity? Default-justification of this kind doesn't seem to
 be what a defender of the objectivity of logic should be looking for.

 v

 Let us turn, then, to Boghossian's suggestions about the possibil-
 ities for inferential justification of basic rules of inference. Without
 loss of generality, we may stipulate that such a justification should
 consist in a derivation terminating in an appropriate 'corresponding

 conditional' schematising the rule in question. The evident prima
 facie difficulty, exactly as Boghossian says, is that of circularity:
 inferential justification needs an inferential apparatus and, with
 sufficiently basic rules, there is little prospect of reasoning to a suit-
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 able schematic statement of them unless we can use those very rules

 en route.

 To illustrate, consider the kind of thing that it would come very

 naturally to say if someone - a very dull student, perhaps (or maybe

 a rather clever one) - really did ask for a justification of modus

 ponens. You'd probably say something like

 Look, a conditional statement is true just provided that if its antecedent is true, so

 is its consequent. Right? So suppose you're given that a certain statement is true,

 and that so is a certain conditional statement in which that statement features as

 the antecedent. Then it follows that the consequent is true. And that will hold no

 matter which statements you are concerned with. See?

 A fully explicit representation of that train of thought would involve

 the use of modus ponens itself in the underlying logic. But the fact

 remains that some such is the natural thing to say. It wouldn't seem

 nearly so apposite to say "Well, you just have to see that it's valid",

 or "Well, it's just default-justified; that we believe it is enough to

 justify it" This point - that the natural response to a request for a

 justification of modus ponens is to outline reasoning running along

 something like the indicated lines - is prima facie supportive of

 Boghossian's proposed direction.

 Still, the problem of circularity seems acute. As Boghossian

 rightly stresses, there are in fact a number of distinct concerns under

 this heading. One, gestured at by the idea of "question-begging",

 concerns the power of a rule-circular argument to induce justi-

 fied conviction about its conclusion. One way of crystallising this

 concern is to ask what prior attitude a recipient has to have to the

 rule in question if a rule-circular argument is to do that for her.

 Suppose, for instance, she starts out thinking that there's a doubt
 about the validity of the rule in question. Then she ought not to be -

 can hardly be blamed if she is not - persuaded by the argument, any

 more than by any argument which makes essential use of a suspect

 rule. Suppose on the other hand that she is already convinced of the

 rule's validity. Then first, she won't think she needs the argument;

 and second, if the question is rather the justification for that prior
 conviction, how can she get reassurance about that by using the

 very rule in question? If her original conviction is unjustified, won't

 that strip any argument which makes essential use of the rule of

 justificatory force, just as happens with any argument that makes
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 essential use of an (undischarged and) unjustified premise? Finally,

 if a recipient starts out leaning neither one way nor the other but

 open-minded about the validity of the rule, ought she not to be
 unpersuaded about the force of the rule-circular argument too and so
 remain open-minded about its conclusion? How can one move from

 open-mindedness to a justified conclusion about something except

 by considerations which are independent of it? Yet doubt, accept-

 ance and open-mindedness would seem to exhaust the possible prior

 attitudes. So who can a rule-circular argument be for?

 We'll return to the question whether Boghossian in the end

 succeeds in addressing this concern. But in any case, it's clear in

 advance that if it is a condition for achieving knowledge by infer-
 ence that a thinker actually possess prior knowledge that all the rules

 involved are valid, then rule-circular arguments can never work to

 confer such knowledge. So the least that the friend of rule-circularity

 must do in order to provide a satisfactory response to the foregoing

 trilemma will be to make out that what I'll call the acquisition-

 condition - the minimum condition that must be met by the rules
 which mediate a particular inference if it is to subserve a thinker's

 coming to knowledge of the truth of its conclusion - amounts to

 something less than the existence of prior knowledge that those rules

 are valid. It must be possible to use a rule which we have no standing
 warrant to regard as valid to acquire warrant for a conclusion to

 which its use leads. Boghossian himself is completely clear about

 this. A critical issue for his purposes, then, is how this possibility is
 to be made out.

 The other principal problem attending rule-circularity is that of
 "Bad Company" - the fact that rule-circular 'justifications' are avail-

 able for what we (take ourselves to) know are unsound rules of
 inference: the rules for Prior's connective tonk, for instance. In the
 Stirling symposium, I observed how a derivation of a canonical
 statement of tonk-introduction:

 If P, then P tonk Q

 might flow from a (purported) meaning postulate, homophonically
 characterising the truth conditions of 'P tonk Q':

 'P tonk Q' is true just provided that 'P' is true tonk 'Q' is true.
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 Boghossian rehearses this derivation,8 but it is worthwhile taking

 stock of the generality of the template which it illustrates. Starting,

 for instance, with a homophonic characterisation of the truth-

 conditions of the conditional

 'If P, then Q' is true just provided that if 'P' is true, 'Q' is true.

 we can just as easily advance to a rule-circular justification of any

 rule you like which takes the conditional as a premise. For instance,

 the fallacy of Denying the Antecedent may be "justified" as follows:

 1 (i) 'If P, then Q' is true Meaning Postulate

 iff. if 'P' is true,

 'Q' is true

 2 (ii) Not-P and if P, then Assumption

 Q
 2 (iii) If P, then Q (ii), &-E

 2 (iv) 'If P, then Q' is true (iii), T-scheme

 1, 2 (v) if 'P' is true, 'Q' is (i), (iv)

 true

 2 (vi) Not-P (ii), &-E

 2 (vii) Not: 'P' is true (vi), T-scheme, logic

 1, 2 (viii) Not: 'Q' is true (v), (vii), Denying the Antecedent

 1, 2 (ix) Not-Q (viii), T-scheme, logic

 1 (x) If not-P and if P, (ii), (ix), Conditional, Proof
 then Q, then not-Q

 The situation is thus that a rule-circular 'justification' would seem

 to be available for any rule whatever, whether it configures some

 specially defined (putative) concept (like tonk) or merely works with
 familiar ones.

 VI

 Boghossian's bold suggestion is that these two problems essentially

 admit of the same solution. That solution flows from his proposed

 account of the acquisition-condition. What - rule-circular justifica-
 tion, etc., apart - do we want to say about that condition? Two polar
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 answers spring to mind. The simple internalist proposal is: in order

 to acquire knowledge by inference, the thinker in question must have

 warrant to suppose that the rules utilised are valid. The opposed

 - simple externalist - proposal says: it's enough for the rules to

 be valid - knowledge that they are so is not required. Boghossian

 rejects both. He suggests that the simple intemalist proposal is at

 odds with intuitions we have about e.g. children's capacity to learn

 by inference and that Lewis Carroll's famous 1895 Mind paper
 shows that proposal to be incoherent in any case. But the simple

 externalist proposal, Boghossian suggests, seems open to obvious

 intuitive counterexamples, illustrated by his Fermat's Theorem case:

 if a rule of inference is valid but highly unobviously so - or even

 perhaps known by nobody to be so - a thinker cannot, we feel, use it

 to get knowledge of a proposition by inferring it from other known

 beliefs in accordance with that rule.

 If neither the simple intemalist nor simple externalist proposals

 will do, what should we offer instead? In the version of his paper

 presented at the Albuquerque APA meetings, Boghossian in effect

 proposed a mix: each proposal is appropriate in some cases. The

 externalist proposal, - that the use of a valid rule (that is inference

 in accord with it) is apt to confer warrant for a conclusion even in

 cases where the subject has no antecedently warranted belief in the

 validity of that rule - is correct provided the practice of (or the

 disposition to) inference in accordance with the rule is meaning

 constituting: that is, provided some key expression featuring in its

 characteristic premises or characteristic conclusion (or both) would

 not mean what it does were it not for the use of sentences containing

 it being subject to the particular inferential discipline imposed by

 the rule. The intemalist proposal - that the use of a rule (that is
 inference in accord with it) is apt to transmit warrant only in cases
 where the subject has an antecedent warrant for belief in its validity

 - is acceptable otherwise. The restricted version of the extemalist

 proposal is acceptable, Boghossian reasoned, because - if I under-
 stood him correctly - in the relevant special class of cases, where the

 inferential practice in question is meaning-constituting, the belief
 that the rule in question is valid could not so much as exist if the

 disposition to inference in accordance with it did not come first; so
 the idea that we might first enquire whether belief in the validity
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 of the rule was warranted, and then on that basis decide to go in

 for inference of the type in question, or not, is incoherent.9 But the

 intemalist proposal had better remain appropriate for other cases,

 where the question whether the rule in question is or is not warranted

 can be raised in advance of any disposition to practice in accordance

 with it.

 This response was then adapted to the problem of bad company.

 What is wrong, Boghossian proposed, with a rule-circular justifica-

 tion of one of the tonk-rules, say, is not its circularity but the fact

 that practice in accordance with such rules fails to constitute any

 meaning: a practice which allowed that 'A tonk B' may be inferred

 from either A or B individually, and that both A and B individually

 may be inferred from it, would establish no meaning for 'tonk'. By

 contrast, the practice of inference in accordance with modus ponens

 is part of a meaning constituting practice: a practice which consti-

 tutes the meaning of 'if ... then And that, ultimately, is why

 we may in principle justify the belief that modus ponens is sound by

 a derivation which uses modus ponens in its course. 10

 VII

 In my comments at Albuquerque, I sought to put some pressure on

 this mixed account of the acquisition-condition. Why exactly is the

 simple extemalist account of it unacceptable? What's wrong with
 the idea that if I start off with a warranted set of premises and

 validly infer some conclusion from them, then I thereby acquire -
 whether or not I know that the inference is valid - a warrant for

 the conclusion? We can expect an extemalist to counter that this
 position will seem unacceptable only if one takes possession of a

 warrant to require being in position reflectively to appreciate that
 one has one - that is, in effect, possession of an internalist warrant.
 For the externalist, such a construal is at best a narrow redefini-
 tion, at worst an important mistake about the nature of epistemic
 warrant. It is, familiarly, the distinction between warrant and reflec-

 tively appreciable warrant that lets the extemalist say that classic

 sceptical arguments, even in their most seductive presentation, have
 no tendency to establish that we have no warrant for large classes
 of propositions which we routinely take ourselves to know. Rather,
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 if the beliefs in question are formed by the exercise of what are

 in fact appropriate powers, by what are in fact appropriate methods,

 and in what are in fact appropriately conducive circumstances, that's
 enough to make them warranted, even if not always enough to put

 us in position reflectively to appreciate - I'll henceforward say: to
 claim - the warrants which we thereby possess.

 I myself have no particular brief for this externalist line of

 response to scepticism in general, since it seems really rather

 obvious that it was at the legitimacy of claims that scepticism

 addressed its challenge in the first place; no interesting sceptical

 argument ever denied that we might as a matter of serendipitous

 fact be dispositionally reliable gatherers of actually true beliefs. But

 the reminder of the distinction should cause some re-thinking of
 the issues about the acquisition-condition. Is our interest in when

 warrant is transmitted to a conclusion, with knowledge the result, or

 in when a thinker may claim that it is? If we allow this contrast at

 all, then Fermat-type examples should motivate no objection to the

 simple externalist account as a response to the first. A thinker who
 habitually infers via what are in fact valid rules should be accorded

 warrants for his conclusions - whether or not he can support the
 rules or has any beliefs about them at all - in just the way in which,

 for the externalist, warrant accrues, ceteris paribus, to any beliefs

 which are formed by reliable mechanisms.

 Given that he sustains the Fermat-example style of objection,
 I therefore concluded either that Boghossian didn't admit the
 contrast, holding that warrant is an essentially internalist notion
 - that a warrant that cannot be claimed is no warrant at all - or
 that his interest, anyway, was in what we can claim rather than in

 what is (externally) warranted. But either way, there seemed to be
 a consequential problem about how Boghossian's proposal, that it
 suffices for warrant transmission that the relevant rules encode a
 meaning-constituting practice, could be germane. Being in position

 to claim warrant requires being in position to make a reflectively
 appreciable case that one has authority for a certain belief. That is
 what one cannot do in the type of case illustrated by the Fermat

 example. But if, when a rule involved in an inference is valid but not
 meaning-constituting, it does not in general suffice to make such a
 reflectively appreciable case just to carry out the inference, what
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 determines that the meaning-constituting case is different - that

 inference to a conclusion by meaning-constituting rules will, ceteris

 paribus, put one in a position to claim a warrant? Why should the, so

 to say, mere - external - fact that the rules are meaning-constituting
 make any reflectively appreciable difference?

 Boghossian's proposal was supposed to be motivated by the

 reflection that in the meaning-constituting case, the question of

 warrant for the belief in validity could not so much as intelligibly

 be raised unless the practice - or at least the inferential dispositions
 which give rise to it - were already in place. But how does that help

 exactly? That just means that to understand the issue being raised,
 we must already have certain inferential dispositions. But that fact,
 as far as I can see, has no tendency to support - indeed seems to have

 no connection with - the idea that exercise of those dispositions on

 warranted premises puts one in position to claim warrant for the

 conclusion. Thus I arrived at the thought quoted by Boghossian:

 In sum: Boghossian's reaction to the simple externalist account betrays an interest
 in reflectively accessible warrant - warrant that makes a phenomenologically
 certifiable impact, as it were. But he does not connect his own proposal with such
 impacts; and it is not clear how the connection might be made. If it cannot be, one
 might as well stick with simple externalism.

 In his present paper, Boghossian now offers an interesting response
 to this objection. The response, in essence, is to further generalise
 the contrast between internalist and externalist warrant as we have
 so far understood it; and to generalise it in such a way that, rather
 than offering a local concession to externalism, as it were, the
 proposal, that inference in accord solely with meaning-constituting

 rules suffices - assuming suitable (and independent) warrant for the
 premises - for the acquisition of warrant for a conclusion, emerges

 as properly internalist (in spirit). One might suppose that, in order
 to make that suggestion good, it would be necessary to show that
 conclusions inferred in accordance with an unreflective disposition

 to follow certain meaning-constituting rules would somehow bear
 a distinctive reflectively appreciable mark, shared with conclusions

 inferred by reflectively justified rules but missing in other cases of
 unreflective but valid inference. Thus the sort of case to be made
 would be, for instance, that unreflective inference by modus ponens
 - assuming that to be a meaning-constituting rule - would make
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 a "phenomenologically certifiable impact," of a kind characteristic-

 ally missing in cases of unreflective inference by, say, transitivity
 of the conditional (assuming that, as a derived rule, transitivity is
 not meaning-constituting) or, perhaps, by modus tollens. But that

 looks an impossible case to make. And it is not what Boghossian
 does. Rather he asks, in effect, what virtue there is in seeking
 reflectively appreciable warrants and returns the answer that, by
 so doing, a thinker is enabled to form beliefs in a fully epistem-
 ically responsible fashion. That then opens the way to the thought
 that a belief is warranted just when it is formed in a fully respon-
 sible manner, with the seeking of reflectively appreciable warranting

 considerations potentially just one way of ensuring that a belief
 is so formed. Another way will be if the methods used to arrive
 at the belief are such that, whether or not they have any addi-
 tional reflective certification, no thinker who uses them is open to a
 charge of irresponsibility. Since - the next thought is - no thinker
 who acquires a belief by inference in accordance with meaning-
 constituting rules is open to such a charge, it follows that such
 a belief is no less warranted than one arrived at by inference in
 accordance with reflectively certified rules. Thus the conception of
 warrant to which internalism, as standardly characterised, impli-
 citly subscribes proves to be such that Boghossian's version of the
 acquisition-condition is perfectly in keeping with it. Better charac-
 terised, internalism should be the view that what matters as far as
 warrant is concerned is not the reliability of the methods whereby
 a belief is formed but whether a thinker who relies on them is
 thereby properly responsible. If the method in question is inference
 in accordance with meaning-constituting rules, that condition - in
 Boghossian's view - is met.

 There is the suggestion of an overarching idea here whose
 attractiveness I want to acknowledge immediately. The notion is
 commonplace that ordinary actions may exhibit two quite different
 kinds of merit - merit, for want of a better terminology, of virtue and

 merit of utility. It seems only common-sense that belief-formation
 should be subject to a similar distinction: that the fashion in which a
 subject arrives at a belief may be open both to appraisal concerning
 its epistemic virtue - involving consideration of factors, for instance,
 which the subject is aware of and to which she is properly held
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 responsible for her response - and to appraisal concerning epistemic

 utility - involving consideration of factors she need not be aware of

 but which may impinge upon the reliability of beliefs so formed.
 In the case of ordinary action, both types of quality are genu-
 inely meritorious, and there is no antecedent reason to think that

 either type of merit is somehow reducible to the other. That might

 encourage the thought that there is a similar independence in the

 epistemic case, and that many 'internalists' and 'extemalists' have

 been busy emphasising one type of merit at the expense of the other
 when the truth is that they are equally valid but irreducible norms of

 doxastic pedigree. However that may be, Boghossian's internalism-

 generalising thought may now be naturally viewed as an analogue of

 the idea that the virtue of an action need not depend solely upon the

 state of the conscience of the perpetrator: that a man who, as a result

 of his natural character, acts as bravely, or generously, as one who

 self-consciously weighs his choices, may act no less well, even if the

 consequences are the same - indeed even if they are disappointing
 (unmeritorious in point of utility) in a particular case. Likewise a

 thinker who, unreflectively but as a result of his natural rationality
 forms beliefs in a fashion which would be ratified by critical reflec-

 tion, may be regarded as forming beliefs that are no less warranted

 on that account, - beliefs to which he is no less entitled, - even if on

 a particular occasion they are false.

 It is important to see, however, that plausible and useful as this

 overarching idea may prove, it does not get us to exactly where

 Boghossian wants to be. Boghossian wants it to be the case that
 beliefs formed unreflectively - by meaning-constituting principles
 of inference - may share a virtue with fully reflectively justified
 beliefs: the virtue of responsible formation. And as such, they may
 be fully warranted. However, it is one thing to grant, in accord-

 ance with the overarching idea, that unreflectively formed belief
 may have a type of merit - specifically, merit of responsibility (or

 anyway, as Boghossian sometimes says, lack of irresponsibility) -

 contrasted with those on which externalism places emphasis; but it
 is a further thesis that inference via meaning-constituting principles
 suffices for (lack of ir)responsibility; and yet another that (lack of
 ir)responsibility suffices for warrant. I think that, under pressure,
 these latter two suggestions prove somewhat fragile.
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 Consider the last. Why should responsibility - more specifically,
 lack of irresponsibility - be deemed sufficient for warrant? Reflect
 that Boghossian's notion of 'meaning-constitution' is a strong one:
 a set of habitual, shared inferential dispositions may be what if

 anything gives meaning to a certain expression and yet may fail

 to fix any meaning at all. Such would be the situation of an unre-

 flective inferential practice in accordance with the 'tonk'-rules: in
 Boghossian's view. "A tonk B", as 'disciplined' by such a practice,

 simply has no content - there is nothing for "A tonk B", so discip-

 lined, to mean. Nevertheless, if we can imagine a community who
 engage in such a practice - spared, perhaps, often enough from its

 more calamitous potential consequences by collateral contingencies
 (a Good Angel) - then I think there is a wholly intuitive sense in

 which particular such unreflective inferences could be regarded as
 epistemically responsible - or at least not irresponsible. After all,
 someone who inferred that way would simply be using the language
 as he had been taught it, following the example of his peers. An
 action cannot justly be regarded as irresponsibly performed if the
 agent is merely behaving as he and everyone else in his community
 has been trained to do, or merely following the example of those

 who are standardly taken to be competent, or guilty only of failing to

 undertake a more exacting scrutiny of that action than is standardly
 undertaken by the great and the good.

 Of course, the example of 'tonk' is rather far fetched: only a
 community of morons, it may be felt, could slip into inferential
 practices of such systematic incoherence. But we can give a more

 plausible one. Imagine that Frege had invented the Begriffschrift as a
 system of natural deduction, and that rather than as an axiom, he had

 gone on to formulate the notorious Basic Law V of Grundgesetze

 as a pair of rules respectively for the inferential introduction and

 elimination of contexts containing a course-of-values operator; thus

 (x)(Fx +* Gx)
 Course-of-values-I:

 {xlFx {x}Gx

 {x}Fx ={x}Gx
 Course-of-values-E:

 (x)(Fx ** Gx)

 where 'Fx', 'Gx' are any open sentences in one argument express-
 ible in a suitable higher order language containing the course-
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 of-values operator itself. These rules, like those for 'tonk', are -

 famously - unsound. But it took a clever man to find Russell's

 paradox. It might not have been noticed for many years, and gener-

 ations of students might have been trained in what was erroneously

 taken to be the elegant and definitive foundational system that Frege

 had invented. If that had happened, there is the same clear intuitive

 sense in which their practices would not have been epistemically
 irresponsible.

 The immediate conclusion to draw from these examples is that

 there is a kind responsibility - or rather, lack of irresponsibility -

 which does not per se suffice for warrant. Someone who in this

 sense responsibly but fallaciously reasons to a true conclusion is

 not entitled to take it - does not know - that it is true. Since

 the acquisition-condition is that condition on the rule mediating an

 inference whose satisfaction ensures that, ceteris paribus, one who

 draws that inference acquires knowledge, it follows that no satis-

 factory account of the acquisition-condition can proceed purely in

 terms of this notion of responsibility. But Boghossian seemed to be

 offering an account in terms of some notion of responsibility. If that

 is not to be the notion just gestured at, what is it?

 Boghossian's principal thesis, to be sure, is that an inference's

 being in accord with meaning-constituting rules suffices for it to

 meet the acquisition-condition. I am not at this point challenging

 that. The point is rather that he wanted to explain why that is

 so, and to do so in a broadly internalist way; and the explana-

 tion proposed was that an inference's being in accordance with

 meaning-constituting rules suffices to deflect any charge of irre-
 sponsibility, which in turn would suffice, ceteris paribus, to ensure

 warrant for the conclusion. The foregoing considerations challenge

 the latter part of that. Absence of epistemic irresponsibility, ordin-

 arily understood, in the way a belief is formed does not suffice for

 warrant.

 It is arguable moreover that meaning-constitution does not suffice

 for absence of irresponsibility. Consider another pair of natural
 deduction rules:

 (3R) (F 1- IRG) Nx: Fx = Nx: Gx
 N-I: N-E:

 Nx: Fx = Nx: Gx (3R) (F 1- IRG)
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 where "(3R)(F 1 - 1RG)" abbreviates the (higher-order definable)
 claim that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the Fs and

 the Gs. Set in a suitable higher-order logic, these two rules are proof-
 theoretically equivalent to Hume's Principle, that the number of Fs

 is the same as the number of Gs just in case there is a one-to-one

 correspondence between the Fs and the Gs, which, as is now well

 known, provides for derivations of all the basic laws of arithmetic.

 I and others have argued that Hume's Principle can serve as an
 implicit definition of the cardinality operator, 'N', and hence can

 serve as a foundation for arithmetic of much the kind that Frege

 aimed for.11 That position is tantamount to the view that the two

 rules, N-I and N-E, serve to constitute a suitable meaning for the

 operator 'N'. Critics have rejoined that the analogy in structure

 between Hume's Principle and Basic Law V - equivalently, between
 the N-rules and those for the course-of-values operator - casts doubt

 on their suitability to serve as a successful such implicit definition.

 These critics may be - indeed I believe they are - wrong. But they

 are at least owed an answer. The mere fact - if it is a fact - that the

 N-rules do indeed succeed in conferring a coherent meaning on 'N'

 cannot by itself bring it about that someone who laid them down and

 made them the foundation of her arithmetical practice would, in the

 face of the explicit concern about the analogy with Basic Law V, be

 open to no charge of epistemic irresponsibility.

 In sum then: the meaning-constituting character - on Boghos-

 sian's strong understanding of it, whereby meaning-constitution
 suffices for soundness - of a set of rules does not suffice for the

 responsibility of practice in accord with them; and the responsibility

 of a certain kind of inferential practice does not suffice for it to serve
 to transmit warrant.

 If the foregoing is right, the direction in which it points is

 obvious: a satisfactory account of the acquisition-condition needs
 clauses of both kinds: it needs a clause to ensure the soundness of the

 rules of inference being followed - just as the externalist emphas-
 ises - and it needs a clause to ensure that practice in accordance

 with those rules is open to no complaint of irresponsibility, just as
 Boghossian proposes. But if the issue of responsibility may indeed
 be addressed by reference to the kind of consideration gestured at
 above - by reference to what passes as good enough and normal by
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 way of training and safeguards in a thinker's intellectual milieu -
 then the effect is that it now becomes unclear whether the notion

 of meaning-constitution has any essential part to play in the correct
 account. Why is it not enough just to require that the rules utilised
 be sound, and that their use be responsible (or not irresponsible)?
 Such a suggestion seems to me to be in keeping with the moral

 suggested by examples like Boghossian's Hide-and-Seek case. 12 In

 that example, the thought that the rules she utilises are meaning-
 constituting seems to play no part at all in our willingness to
 allow that the reasoning child acquires a warrant for her conclusion

 (that her friend is hiding behind some other tree). Perhaps the best
 account of what it is for a set of rules to be meaning-constituting
 would have the result that modus tollens - the main rule involved
 - is not even a meaning-constituting rule in the first place. I don't
 know. But that the child is manifesting an ability to learn by infer-
 ence - and hence that her reasoning meets the acquisition-condition
 - seems in no way hostage to that issue. Rather it seems to suffice
 for so regarding her that her inference is indeed sound, and of a kind

 which comes quite naturally and early to an intelligent child, and
 which - unlike certain fallacies which can snare even the intelligent
 - we can conjure no reason to doubt.

 To avoid misunderstanding, I do not regard any of this as yet
 essentially opposed to what Boghossian wants to say. We started
 out with the two polar - simple extemalist and simple intemalist -
 accounts of the acquisition-condition: respectively, that the relevant
 rules merely be sound, and that they be known to be sound. So
 far the intemalist account is a straightforward strengthening of the
 extemalist. Boghossian then suggested that the internalist proposal
 is best seen as an instance of something more general. To have
 knowledge of the soundness of the involved rules of inference is
 to be immune to any charge of irresponsibility in the use of them,
 and there are other ways of being so immune. One such is practice in

 accordance with one's basic rational nature, of a kind fostered and
 applauded by normal training and explanations. However a condi-
 tion based just on that would - unlike the simple intemalist account
 - no longer provide a strengthening of the extemalist condition. The
 Hide-and-Seek example prompts the thought that both conditions
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 are needed: a satisfactory account of the acquisition-condition will

 need components to ensure both validity and responsibility.

 VIII

 Let us take stock. The following appears to be a fair summary of the
 situation.

 * If Boghossian is right, a correct account of the acquisition-
 condition will include a clause which is responsive to the

 intuition which - in his view - underlies the simple internalist
 account. The simple internalist account as it that what is both

 necessary and sufficient is nothing less than that the thinker

 knows, or warrantedly takes it that the inference in question is

 sound. The improved account, however, while it encompasses
 cases of such knowledge, is more general and need make no

 reference to thinker's states of awareness; it is that she not be

 open to a charge of irresponsibility in making the inference in
 question.

 * We have seen, however, that absence of irresponsibility, at least
 as naturally understood, does not suffice for the acquisition
 of warrant by inference except in cases where it is achieved
 precisely in the fashion which simple intemalism envisages,

 viz. by explicit knowledge of the soundness of the relevant
 inference. In other cases, it is necessary to stipulate in addi-
 tion that the inference actually be sound. In effect, then, the
 emergent account of the acquisition-condition involves two

 clauses: assuming that she has (the right kind of) warrant for
 her premises, the thinker who draws a certain conclusion from
 them obtains warrant for that conclusion just if

 (Condition a) her inference is epistemically responsible/not
 irresponsible; and

 (Condition b) her inference is sound.

 * Boghossian sometimes seems to suppose - at least, he does
 not clearly differentiate his view from this - that if the

 pattern of inference involved is meaning constituting, this
 suffices by itself to satisfy the acquisition-condition. But
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 this is not so. While meaning constitution - interpreted as

 Boghossian intends - ensures soundness, it does not by itself

 ensure absence of irresponsibility (as witness the example of

 Hume's Principle.) Thus both clauses are needed in some form.

 However meaning constitution - whatever exactly it comes to

 - is arguably too narrow a condition to play the role of Condi-

 tion b. The Hide-and-Seek example could as well proceed by

 reference to any pattern of inference which a thinker inno-

 cent of any explicitly meta-logical conceptual repertoire might
 unremarkably make or allow on the basis of a normal natural

 logical intelligence. If, as is not implausible, the latter class of

 inferences - however exactly they might best be demarcated

 - coincides exactly with those which a thinker might make in

 the absence of any explicit knowledge of their validity without
 provoking any sense - 'she's just lucky' - of a valid inference

 irresponsibly made, then Condition b may, in the presence of

 Condition a, take just the form above.

 There is a case, then, for various qualifications, or clarifications,

 of Boghossian's proposal. But, as I say, I do not think any of this

 seriously compromises his intent. If basic logical inferences - the

 kind of inferences which an ordinary thinker could be expected to

 make or allow just in virtue of her 'natural logical intelligence', -

 are all inferences which can be made without irresponsibility, then
 the acquisition of warrant across these inferences requires only that

 they actually be sound. Modus ponens, for instance, is presumably

 such a basic pattern of inference. So it would follow that the way is
 open - at least in principle - for a rational thinker to acquire warrant

 to believe a conditional schematising the modus ponens pattern by
 means of an inference involving that very rule, even though she lacks

 the (conceptual resources for the) meta-logical belief that the rule,

 or the particular inference, is sound - and hence has no knowledge
 of that.

 We can now anticipate Boghossian's best response to the

 trilemma on the question, Who is a rule-circular argument for?,
 put forward in ?V. The trilemma was posed by what appeared to
 be the exhaustive possibilities of attitude - doubt, acceptance and
 agnosticism - to a rule of inference featuring in a rule-circular deriv-

 ation. The response should be that a rule so featuring can meet the
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 acquisition-condition for a given thinker who is presented with that

 derivation without her taking any attitude to it.

 Ix

 We should not, however, overestimate the force of the interim

 conclusion suggested by these considerations. That conclusion is

 that rule-circular learning - learning e.g. by an inference which

 makes use of modus ponens that modus ponens is valid - may be

 a possibility; that it is not to be dismissed out of hand just on the

 ground of rule-circularity. But how much does the acknowledge-

 ment of this possibility do for Boghossian's wider project? Consider,
 as an analogue, the situation that arises under the hypothesis -

 far-fetched perhaps - that Robert Nozick's famous counterfactual

 account of knowledge is correct.13 That account, as is familiar,
 allows it to be a possibility that the thinker knows, e.g., that he

 has a hand, without being in position to know, e.g., that he is not

 a brain-in-a-vat, notwithstanding the fact that his having a hand,

 and therefore being normally embodied, entails that he is indeed

 not a brain-in-a-vat. If we accept Nozick's account, we can grant the

 sceptic that we do indeed not know that we are not brains-in-vats -

 because the detail of our experience is entirely consistent with that
 possibility - while nevertheless retaining the ordinary knowledge

 that we have hands, along with a great deal of other ordinary know-

 ledge besides which is normally taken to be threatened by any such
 concession. Or more accurately, it follows that it is a possibility that

 we have the latter knowledge while not knowing that we are not

 brains-in-vats. This, relatively congenial possibility obtains when
 the supposition that I am a brain-in-a-vat involves a much more

 remote scenario - and hence, under the normal type of semantics

 for counterfactual conditionals, consideration of much more remote

 range of possible worlds - than the supposition that I lack a hand.

 That will indeed be the case if the actual fact is that I have a hand,
 and (therefore) am not a brain-in-a-vat. But it won't be the case if the

 actual scenario is one in which I am a brain-in-a-vat. Thus, although
 Nozick's account entails that the inference the sceptic needs in order

 to do damage with our concession - that we do not know that we are
 not brains-in-vats - is not truth-preserving in general, it does not
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 entail that it is not truth-preserving in a scenario which - we are

 conceding - we don't know not to obtain, viz. envathood. So all we

 are left with is the congenial possibility. It could be that, despite not

 knowing that I am not a brain-in-a-vat, I do know that I have a hand.

 But unless I can produce a reason for thinking that I am indeed not

 a brain-in-a-vat, I have no reason for thinking that this congenial

 possibility obtains, so cannot claim that knowledge.

 The situation that has emerged after our review of Boghos-

 sian's discussion of the acquisition-condition is broadly analogous.

 It could be that some rule-circular derivation culminating in a state-

 ment of the characteristic conditional for modus ponens is indeed

 such that the use of modus ponens within it meets the acquisition-

 condition, so that one who follows the derivation through can

 acquire knowledge that that conditional is true, and hence that the

 pattern of inference it schematises is sound. That's an epistemic

 possibility. But in order to get reason to think that it obtains, we need
 first to have reason to think that unreflective inference in accord-

 ance with modus ponens does indeed meet the acquisition-condition.
 That, on the account that has now emerged, has to be reason to think

 both that such inference is not open to a charge of irresponsibility

 and - here's the rub - that it is sound. In other words: it is only

 in a context in which we take it that we know that inference by

 modus ponens is sound that we can claim to know that inference by
 modus ponens meets the acquisition-condition and hence, at least in

 principle, that a rule-circular model of its basic epistemology is a
 starter.

 I am not denying that a substantial result may still be in the offing.

 It may be a perfectly good and interesting project to address an

 issue of the form: on the assumption that we do have knowledge

 of a certain kind, how should we conceive ourselves as in principle

 empowered to get it? But that was not Boghossian's announced

 project. Recall that he set himself something more ambitious:

 to address the challenge of anti-objectivism about fundamental

 epistemic principles. It is true that in the concluding part of his paper
 he readily grants that a rule-circular derivation will be powerless to
 convince a reflective sceptic about the targeted rule. But my present
 point is not that Boghossian fails to do something which he expli-
 citly had no pretension to do. It is rather that, as we have just seen,
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 in order to be in a position to claim that a rule-circular acquisition of

 knowledge of the soundness of modus ponens is possible, we need

 independently to be in position to claim that unreflective uses of

 modus ponens can meet the acquisition-condition, and hence that
 they meet that condition's requirements - in particular, by Condition

 b, the requirement that modus ponens is sound! So we are not, on the

 revised account of the acquisition-condition, yet in position to claim

 that someone could learn of the soundness of modus ponens by an

 appropriate rule-circular derivation - not unless we are already in
 position to claim that the rule is indeed sound.

 This limitation impacts on the issues about objectivity. Any

 philosopher who supposed that the validity of modus ponens was

 somehow not an objective issue - the contention which Boghos-

 sian set himself to address - would have no difficulty in accepting
 the merely conditional contention: if modus ponens meets the

 acquisition-condition, and hence in particular is (objectively) valid,

 it may in principle be used to acquire warrant for its own character-

 istic conditional. Boghossian set himself to explain how in principle

 fundamental logical rules might be known, in a sense of knowledge

 which would imply objectivity. An argument which explains how

 the validity of fundamental logical rules could indeed be objectively

 known, but only on the assumption that we may take it that we do

 indeed know them to be valid, obviously has no tendency to estab-

 lish the latter assumption or to show that that knowledge involved is
 in any relevant way objective.

 x

 What, in any case, would the relevant kind of rule-circular deriv-

 ations look like? In his present paper, Boghossian is inexplicit

 about that. There is a clue about the kind of thing he might
 have in mind from the respectful response he accords to the

 rule-circular derivation of tonk-introduction which he rehearses -
 which proceeds, recall, from a premise consisting in a (putative)

 homophonic meaning-characterisation. But this hint apart, nothing
 explicit is offered about the nature of the premises from which he
 expects effective rule-circular derivations to proceed.
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 In fact it's clear that there are just four cases we need to consider:

 the premises for the derivation may be a priori and necessary, a priori

 and contingent, or a posteriori; or, finally, they may be effectively

 empty (because discharged in the course of the derivation.) We can
 narrow the range of genuine options just by reviewing this simple
 taxonomy.

 It's crucial to be mindful here of the content of the knowledge

 which the derivation is intended to induce. It is not, or not merely,

 that the concluding statement - which we will continue to suppose

 to be a characteristic conditional for the inference rule in question -

 is true. To grasp the validity of a basic rule of inference is to grasp

 that it is unconditionally truth-preserving: that it may be relied upon

 to transmit truth even when the premises are wildly speculative,
 even when their holding true would require dramatic changes in
 the world, including the obtaining of states and laws inconsistent

 with the actual physical order. Of course that's just another way of
 saying that what warrant is wanted for in the cases that interest us

 is warrant for an absolute (metaphysical) necessity: to know that

 modus ponens is valid is to know that it transmits not merely actual

 truth but truth in an arbitrary possible - hypothetical - world.

 Once that is recognised, there is great difficulty in seeing how

 premises in the second or third categories just distinguished - a

 priori contingents, and statements known a posteriori - could deliver

 as required. How could a thinker's knowledge that a certain prin-

 ciple holds of absolute necessity be grounded on her recognition
 that certain contingencies obtain, even if that latter recognition is

 itself a priori? To be sure, warrant to regard what is in fact a neces-

 sary proposition as true could be transmitted from warrant for a

 contingency - as when, for instance, (assuming it is indeed valid),
 an instance of the Law of Excluded Middle is derived from one of

 its contingent disjuncts. But in order to recognise not just the truth

 but the necessity of the conclusion, the thinker will have somehow
 to acquire the knowledge that it would hold even if her contingent

 premise(s) did not. How could that knowledge be acquired just on
 the basis of recognition of contingent truth(s)?14

 Given that many philosophers now accept that at least some types

 of absolute necessity can be known only a posteriori, the sugges-
 tion that warrant for basic logical principles might be acquired on
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 a foundation of a posteriori knowledge cannot confront exactly
 the difficulty just described. But this much at least is clear: while

 warrant may be transmitted by inference across valid rules, its
 epistemological character cannot thereby be altered. A proof that
 proceeds from premises whose warrant is a posteriori can confer at

 best an a posteriori warrant for its conclusion. Accordingly, if what
 we are seeking is - as it surely should be - an account of how basic

 logical rules can be known priori, the third distinguished possibility,
 that the premises for a suitable (if rule-circular) derivation might
 encode items of a posteriori knowledge, is likewise to be discounted.

 Neither of the foregoing objections engages the first possibility:
 that the premises for an appropriate rule-circular derivation be
 necessities known a priori. The problem for a proposal along these
 lines would be to explain, rather, how such premises may themselves
 be known. If they are themselves knowable only by inference, then
 there is an evident threat of infinite regress. If, on the other hand,
 they may be known non-inferentially, then there must after all be
 a species of a priori, non-inferential knowledge of necessity lying
 at the heart of (our best reconstruction of) our knowledge of basic
 principles of inference. And now it becomes uncertain whether there

 could be any good motivation for the rule-circular proposal: if some
 species of non-inferential a priori knowledge of necessity is going
 to be required in any case, why should it not be invoked straight
 away, with, e.g., the characteristic conditional for modus ponens as
 one possible content of such knowledge? In any case, the situation
 is enough to see Boghossian a dilemma: if his criticisms of non-
 inferential proposals are cogent, then presumably he can have no
 truck with the present model; but if they are not cogent, then the
 rule-circular proposal is badly motivated.

 We thus come to the only remaining possibility. If Boghossian
 holds that our knowledge of fundamental logical principles is
 a priori knowledge of necessities, and that no non-inferential
 model of such knowledge is acceptable, then - each of the three
 possibilities just reviewed proving unsatisfactory - he should
 propose that fundamental logical knowledge must be based on
 rule-circular derivations in which all premises are discharged. So
 now we can see quite clearly what the fundamental architecture of
 our knowledge of modus ponens has to be. It has to be something
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 close to this:

 1 (i) P Assumption

 2 (ii) If P, then Q Assumption

 1, 2 (iii) Q (i), (ii) Modus Ponens

 1 (iv) If (if P, then Q), then Q (ii), (iii) Conditional Proof

 (v) If P, then if (if P, then Q), (i), (iv) Conditional Proof

 then Q

 Here the final line schematises the modus ponens pattern of infer-

 ence; and - Boghossian should say - the discharge of all assump-

 tions discloses it as a necessity. It is the sufficiency of such a stark

 derivation which, it seems to me, Boghossian must defend. The

 ultimate basis of our knowledge of modus ponens is that, using
 only rules which meet the acquisition-condition (viz. modus ponens

 itself, and Conditional Proof), one may reason her way to a conclu-
 sion which encodes its characteristic from of transition, and thereby

 - all assumptions having been discharged - to a warranted convic-

 tion of the validity of that form. In this derivation, there is no

 dependency upon contingency, no input of knowledge a posteriori,

 and no reliance on non-inferential but a priori knowledge of neces-

 sities. One simply moves, using valid rules and in a fashion absolved

 from any charge of epistemic irresponsibility, to the target item of

 knowledge.

 I am not going to argue that this model is not defensible. But I

 do claim that it has two crucial limitations. First, that if it is the best

 that can be done, then - to stress - it does no more than to illus-

 trate how, if there are objectively valid basic epistemic principles,

 they may - in one type of case: that of basic rules of logic - be
 known. The model offers nothing to establish the conviction that

 there are indeed such objectively valid basic principles. Second, it

 does nothing to explain how I might get in position to claim know-

 ledge modus ponens. Again, it just gives us a conditional: if the

 use of modus ponens and Conditional Proof made in the derivation
 meets the acquisition-condition, then modus ponens may indeed be

 recognised to be valid on the basis of that derivation. But, once

 again, in order to be in a position to claim that the consequent of that

 conditional holds, we will first need to be in position to claim that
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 its antecedent does; and since the latter requires, in particular, that

 we be in position to claim that modus ponens is valid, the derivation

 is powerless to confer what the old internalist Adam in each of us
 really wanted - a self-conscious entitlement to the claim that modus

 ponens is good.

 XI

 Boghossian's case for the rule-circularity model crucially depended

 on his dismantling of the primary obstacle to it: the original simple

 internalist account of the acquisition-condition. But how convin-

 cing, in detail, is his criticism of the simple internalist account?

 That criticism was constituted by two principal reflections. The

 first, provoked by cases like the Hide-and-Seek example,15 was the
 observation that simple internalism gets the extension of the targeted

 phenomenon wrong, that it overly restricts the range of cases in

 which subjects are (rightly) regarded as learning by inference. It

 cannot in general be a necessary condition for acquiring knowledge,

 or warranted belief, by inference that one knows, or warrantedly

 believes, that the particular inference is sound if creatures are rightly
 regarded as capable of so learning on occasions when, so far from

 knowing that the conclusions they draw are entailed by antecedent

 items of their knowledge, they are not even capable of believing

 that they are (since lacking the conceptual repertoire necessary for

 that belief.) It is one thing to have a working grasp of the ordinary

 logical particles - "if, then", "not", "and", "all", "some", . . . etc. -

 and quite another to possess a vocabulary for the general concepts of

 form and logical consequence involved in beliefs about the validity

 of particular rules or of particular instances of them. So there is an

 easy recipe for constructing cases, like the Hide-and-Seek example,
 which present counterexamples to the simple, internalist account of
 the acquisition-condition.

 However there is an issue which Boghossian passes over and
 which requires to be negotiated before he can appeal to such

 counterexamples to support the idea of rule-circular justifications.
 That appeal makes an assumption which stands in need of justi-

 fication: that if a rule is sometimes at the service of, as it were,
 blind warrant transmission - as in the Hide-and-Seek and kindred
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 examples - then it continues to be so in the contexts where users

 do have the additional conceptual resources to have it as an object
 of intellectual contemplation and to consider the question of its
 validity. Since rule-circular justifications will culminate in a schem-

 atic representation of the rule in question, it goes with the territory

 that someone who is potentially to acquire a warrant by means of
 such a justification always will have the relevant additional concep-
 tual sophistication. But it is by no means obvious that, contrary
 to Boghossian's implicit assumption, increased sophistication does

 not "up the ante" for warrant acquisition. It is not implausible that

 standards of warrant may be, to a degree, sophistication-relative (of
 course, they are subject to relativities of other kinds) so that what
 is good enough for a child who lacks the conceptual repertoire to
 confront the issue of the validity of a rule she unthinkingly infers
 by may not be good enough for a more self-conscious reasoner.
 Consider Alice, a pre-school child perhaps just beginning to learn
 to read, whose mother very occasionally - say one morning a month
 - leaves her with a baby-sitter but is otherwise a constant presence
 during her waking day. Because the absences are infrequent, we
 would not regard it as unreasonable if Alice expects her mother's
 company on any particular morning. But we might take a different
 view of her older sister who has a grasp of the calendar and is in
 position to realise that the mother's absences coincide with every
 second Tuesday in the month (her Bridge morning.) In that case it
 becomes intuitive that the mere infrequency of the absences is no
 longer warranting per se - that it ought to occur to the older girl
 to consider whether there is any such pattern in the absences which
 would make them firmly predictable. And of course an adult who
 formed expectations about others' behaviour on purely statistical
 grounds, without any consideration of the kinds of regularity there
 might be in occurrences which went against the statistical trends,
 would be regarded as foolish.

 More needs to be said but it is plausible that in a wide class
 of cases increased sophistication raises the standards of epistemic
 responsibility. So much is certainly predictable in situations where,
 for whatever reason, a high degree of epistemic responsibility is at a
 premium. For in order to exercise the maximum epistemic responsi-
 bility in determining whether or not a putative warrant for P is good
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 enough, you ought to scrutinise as many ways as you practicably
 can in which the relevant evidence might be misleading or flawed.
 So if, as usual, "ought" implies "can", then the less one can actually
 do in that direction, the less will be required of one. In particular,
 one is not, presumably, required to look into possibilities of which
 one currently has no concept.

 Of course, this could be true in a wide class of cases and yet
 rule-circular derivations still be possible. What seems to be solid
 is first, that increased conceptual sophistication or knowledgeab-
 ility sometimes makes the acquisition of warrant for a particular
 proposition a more demanding exercise than it would otherwise be;
 and second that one who is to receive a rule-circular justification
 must have meta-logical conceptual resources in excess of those of
 the kind of unreflective reasoner typified by the child in the Hide-
 and-Seek example. That is not yet to say that sophistication of the
 latter sort suffices so to "up the ante" in any particular case that
 rule-circular justifications are altogether pre-empted. But the issue
 is a lacuna in Boghossian's treatment; and his neglect of it means
 that examples like the Hide-and-Seek case cannot, without further
 discussion, carry their intended significance.

 XII

 But perhaps they were only meant to be suggestive. Boghossian's
 second - and, it would seem, principal - ground for dismissing the
 simple internalist account of the acquisition-condition is provided
 by his interpretation of Lewis Carroll's enigmatic "What the
 Tortoise said to Achilles"16 The character of his point here has
 changed significantly in the course of our exchanges. In his presen-
 tation at Albuquerque, he advanced the following prima facie
 impressive argument. If the simple internalist's account of the
 acquisition-condition is accepted, then in order warrantedly to infer
 a certain conclusion, I first need warrant for the belief that it is
 entailed by the particular premises from which I propose to infer
 it. However, since I do not have potentially infinitely many inde-
 pendent warrants for beliefs about the validity of specific inferences,
 the latter warrant is presumably going to have to be based on some-
 thing more general. For instance, if the inference in question is
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 an application of modus ponens, then warrant to regard it as valid

 will have to be based on the general - presumed warranted - belief

 that modus ponens is valid. But "based on" here must presumably
 mean: inferred from. So now in order warrantedly to complete the

 original inference, I must first get warrant for the conclusion of

 another inference, in which the general validity of modus ponens

 is a premise and the conclusion is that the original inference is
 indeed valid. But simple internalism will grant me a warrant for this

 conclusion only if I in turn have a prior warrant for taking the second

 inference to be valid. This too is a specific inference, a belief in

 whose validity must again presumably be based on a more general

 belief concerning the validity of the pattern of inference it exem-

 plifies. And once again, "based on" presumably means: inferred

 from ... and so on.

 If this argument is compelling, we should conclude that simple

 internalism can offer no coherent account of the acquisition of

 warrant by inference. In insisting that before a thinker can achieve

 warrant for a conclusion, she must - whatever other conditions have
 to be met - acquire warrant to believe that the specific inference

 is valid, simple internalism transforms the acquisition of warrant

 by inference into an inferential "supertask": a task whose accom-

 plishment requires the anterior completion of an infinity of discrete
 cognitive feats. 17

 I think this argument is compelling just provided it is granted a
 key assumption - an assumption which simple internalism's salva-

 tion, if it has one, must involve rejecting. That assumption is that
 warrant to regard specific inferences as valid must be based on
 - that is, inferred from - warrant to regard as valid the general
 patterns of inference which they exemplify. Now, we already know
 that simple internalism cannot regard the latter, general beliefs as
 warranted by inference. For to do so is to be committed to a model
 involving either rule-circularity - if the same rule is used in the

 derivation - or infinite regress - if that is never to happen. Neither

 alternative is consistent with the simple internalist account of the
 acquisition-condition. Simple internalism is therefore committed
 to a non-inferential account of the epistemology of general basic
 logical knowledge. It must hold, for instance, that we apprehend
 the validity of modus ponens directly, by a faculty of rational
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 insight, without inferential dependence on anything behind it. I
 have already expressed some sympathy with Boghossian's scepti-
 cism about this idea, but I do not think that scepticism is based on
 anything more substantial than understandable dissatisfaction with

 its deep unclarity. It's obvious enough that not all a priori knowledge
 - at least not if it spreads as widely as traditionally conceived - is

 inferentially based, even if Boghossian has done a surprising amount
 to provide house-room for the idea that basic logical knowledge
 might be. One way or another, a philosophically satisfying account
 of the a priori is going to have to account for perhaps a variety
 of non-inferential sub-species. Most philosophers, before Boghos-
 sian's contribution, would have thought it very unlikely that there
 could be any coherent inferential model of basic logical knowledge.
 We should not be too dismissive, pari passu, of the prospects of

 non-inferential models, even if nothing terribly satisfactory has so
 far been offered in that direction.

 It may understandably be replied that all this is beside the point:

 that the above version of Lewis Carroll's argument can take in

 stride whatever suggestion may be made about the epistemology
 of general beliefs about logical validity since - the whole point
 is - more is needed on the simple internalist account than warrant
 for such general beliefs. Warrant is needed, in addition, for beliefs
 concerning the validity of particular, specific inferences and we have

 no model of how these beliefs can be warranted except by inference
 in turn from the relevant general beliefs. But that is enough to allow

 the argument to get a grip, no matter what the epistemology of those
 attendant general beliefs.

 Quite right. But now the remedy for the simple internalist should

 seem obvious. She must extend whatever account she proposes
 of general basic logical knowledge so that it applies directly to
 beliefs about the validity of specific inferences. If some faculty of
 rational insight allows me to grasp, without inferential mediation,
 that any instance of modus ponens is valid, then the simple inter-
 nalist must insist that the same faculty should be credited with
 the power to enable me to recognise directly, without inferential
 mediation, or any basis in more general beliefs, that this particular
 inference (which happens to be of the form of modus ponens) is
 valid. Once the simple internalist concedes that all non-inferential a
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 priori knowledge is essentially general, she will be ensnared in the

 above regress. The remedy must be to lay it down as a constraint

 that any non-inferentialist account of basic logical knowledge must

 be such as to embrace the particular case directly.

 But simple internalism's troubles are not yet over. In the version

 of the Lewis Carroll argument offered in his present paper, Boghos-

 sian effects a crucial change. It is worth quoting the relevant passage
 in full:

 According to [simple internalism], one can only be justified in inferring a given

 conclusion from a given premise according to a given rule R, if one knows that R

 has a particular logical property, say that it is truth-preserving.

 So, for example, no one simply reasoning from the particular proposition

 p and the particular proposition 'if p, then q' the proposition q could ever be

 justified in drawing the conclusion q; in addition, the thinker would have to know
 that his premises necessitate his conclusion. Let us suppose that the thinker does

 know this, whether this be through some act of rational insight or otherwise. How

 should we represent this knowledge? We could try:

 (1) Necessarily: p-- ((p -+ q) -* q))

 Some may feel it more appropriate to represent it meta- logically, thus:

 (2) p, p -* q logically imply q

 The question is: However the knowledge in question is represented, how

 does it help justify the thinker in drawing the conclusion q from the premises
 with which he began?

 The answer might seem quite simple. Consider (1). Doesn't knowledge of (1)

 allow him to appreciate that the proposition that q follows logically from the

 premises, and so that the inference to q is truth-preserving and so justified?

 In a sense, the answer is obviously 'Yes', knowledge of (1) does enable an

 appreciation of just that fact. But it doesn't do so automatically, but only via a

 transition, a transition, moreover, that is of a piece with the very sort of transition
 it is attempting to justify.

 1. p- ((p-+ q)-* q))
 2. p

 3. (p -+ q) q
 4. p -+ q

 5. Therefore, q

 As is transparent, any such reasoning would itself involve at least one step
 in accord with modus ponens.
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 What about representing the knowledge in question as in (2)? The problem

 recurs. To know that p and p -? q logically imply q is just to know that if p and
 p -+ q are true, then q must be true. Once more, there is any easy transition from

 this knowledge to the knowledge that q must be true, given that p is true and that

 p -> q is true. But the facility of this transition should not obscure the fact that
 it is there and that it is of the same kind as the transition that it is attempting to

 shore up.

 If, therefore, we insist that the original inference from p and p -+ q to q was
 unjustified unless supported by the propositional knowledge represented either

 by (1) or by (2), then we commit ourselves to launching an unstoppable regress.

 Bringing any such knowledge to bear on the justifiability of the inference would

 itself require justified use of the very same sort of inference whose justifiability

 the general knowledge was supposed to secure.

 What this Lewis Carroll-inspired argument shows, it seems to me, is that at

 some point it must be possible to use a rule in reasoning in order to arrive at a

 justified conclusion, without this use needing to be supported by some knowledge

 about the rule that one is relying on. It must be possible simply to move between

 thoughts in a way that generates justified belief, without this movement being

 grounded in the thinker's justified belief about the rule used in the reasoning. 18

 Now the dialectical situation has been significantly altered. The

 question is no longer how the simple internalist can account for

 the acquisition of knowledge of the validity of specific inferences,

 as opposed to general rules. She is being granted that. Rather

 the problem now concerns how even such specific knowledge is

 supposed to justify making the inference in question. This is a

 new problem. Boghossian is asking how, even granted knowledge

 that P, that if P then Q, and the collateral knowledge that those

 two premises indeed entail Q, a thinker can proceed warrantedly

 to conclude Q once we realise - as Boghossian takes it - that

 such collateral knowledge can bear on the relevant issue only as a
 premise for afurther inference, whose justification will then require

 inferential deployment of a yet further collateral belief in turn ....

 Let's go carefully. Suppose a thinker, Hero, knows (1) that P

 and (2) that if P, then Q. According to simple internalism, in

 order warrantedly to infer Q, Hero also needs to know (3) that her
 premisses, P and if P, than Q, jointly entail Q. Boghossian's question

 is: how precisely is this knowledge, (3), supposed to bear on her
 warrant to infer Q? He is not denying, of course, that it does so bear.
 His claim is rather that its bearing can only be conceived as infer-
 ential: that once (3) is regarded as needed at all, it is impossible to
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 understand how it can help to justify the proposed inference except

 as a premise for a further inference. It provides that the truth of

 (1) and (2) suffices for that of Q - provides in effect, i.e., a further

 conditional

 If both P and if P, then Q, then Q

 - but the only way to use that provision to justify the conclusion of

 Q, so Boghossian is contending, is via a new inference to Q from an

 enlarged pool of premisses containing it and the original premises

 (1) and (2). And now the simple internalist is committed to holding

 that warrant for this inference in turn depends upon warrant for the

 collateral belief that its premises jointly entail its conclusion, and
 the regress is started.

 There is scope for discussion whether this regress is clearly

 vicious. The issue is difficult and I reserve one train of thought about

 it for the footnote below. 19 We should note, though, that Boghossian

 develops the regress, vicious or not, in a more specific fashion than

 he strictly needs and thereby opens himself to a prima facie compel-

 ling simple internalist response. His basic idea is to show that simple

 internalism is somehow committed to the absurdity that an infinitude

 of warranted information is needed before one has a sufficient basis

 for the move to any conclusion. But, it may be countered, he engin-
 eers that appearance only by making no distinction between the idea

 that, in order to be justified in making a specific inference, Hero

 needs warrant for the belief that it is valid and the idea that she needs

 warrant for a further premise to the effect that the inference is valid.

 And it may be contended that the necessity for such a distinction is

 exactly the main lesson which Carroll's parable teaches. If a further

 premise was needed - if 'P' together with 'If P, then Q' weren't

 enough to ensure Q without augmentation by: 'If P and if P, then Q,

 then Q' - then after the augmentation, the question of sufficiency

 would have to arise again, and a regress would indeed be launched.

 But a further premise would be needed - the simple internalist may

 insist - only if the original argument was enthymematic: only if
 its listed premisses didn't strictly entail the conclusion. And that

 is not the situation we are concerned with - nor in any case where
 the inference in question is known to be valid. What - the simple

 internalist ought to say - the additional information is needed for is
 not to get a sufficient set of premises for the inference in question but
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 rather to get a sufficient basis for knowing that the inference in ques-

 tion is good (i.e., that what is in fact a sufficient such set of premises

 is so.) Indeed, Lewis Carroll's insight, she may continue, should

 be viewed simply as that, when it comes to justifying an infer-
 ence, a clear distinction must be made between information which is

 supposed to ensure that the conclusion is true (one's premises) and

 information needed to entitle one to draw it (that it does really follow

 from those premises.) Both kinds of information are indispensable.

 But if - like Boghossian, or Carroll's Tortoise - one assimilates the

 second kind to the first, it will seem as if one has none of the second

 - with inferential paralysis the result.

 I think this observation is well made. But, as I said above, its force

 in reply to Boghossian depends upon an inessential feature of his

 argument. What any argument to his purpose must assume is that, in
 order for the additional information - that a given inference is valid

 - to contribute towards the justification of making that inference, it
 will have to be deployed among the premises for an inference. What

 Boghossian does - following the Tortoise's example - is to deploy

 it among the premises for an inference to the same - the original
 - conclusion. Yet his challenge would have had no less force if it

 had been merely that, in order to do anything with the collateral
 information that simple intemalism claims to be necessary to justify

 any inference, Hero will have make some inference or other from

 that information as a premise.

 One other way in which that might be so would be if it were

 supposed that knowledge that the inference from P and if P, then
 Q to Q is valid justifies making that inference not by sustaining, in
 combination with the other two premises, another inference to Q but

 by sustaining, in combination with other premises, an inference to:
 the inference to Q is justified. For instance, Hero might reason:

 (i) I know that the inference from P and if P, then Q to Q is valid

 (ii) If an inference is valid, then one who knows its premises and

 knows of its validity is justified in inferring its conclusion
 (iii) I know that P and that if P, then Q. Therefore

 (iv) I am justified in inferring Q.

 If this was the simple intemalist model, it would be no less open
 to Boghossian's difficulty. For now in order to have a warrant to

 suppose that the original inference - to Q - is justified, Hero is
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 represented as having to negotiate this new inference, from (i), (ii)
 and (iii) to (iv); and this she will be warranted in doing - according
 to the model - only if she knows that it is valid and deploys that
 knowledge, in the manner just illustrated, to conclude that she

 is justified in inferring (iv). But that manner of deployment will
 involve negotiating a yet further inference:

 (i)' I know that the inference from (i), (ii) and (iii) to (iv) is valid
 (ii)' If an inference is valid, then one who knows its premises and

 knows of its validity is justified in inferring its conclusion

 (iii)' I know the (i), (ii) and (iii). Therefore
 (iv)' I am justified in inferring (iv).

 ... and so on.

 Again there may be scope for discussion whether the regress is
 vicious. But it should be clear that the only clean way for simple
 internalism to defuse all concern of this kind must be to deny
 Boghossian's leading assumption: that the role of knowledge of
 validity in justifying an inference must be explicated in terms of
 inference from that very knowledge. The manner in which Achilles'
 knowledge that the inference from P and if P, then Q to Q is
 valid provides a warrant for his making that inference is to be
 explained neither in terms of its provision of an additional premise
 for that inference nor in terms of its provision of a premise for
 some other collateral inference which somehow delivers a warrant
 for making the first. Rather, the simple internalist should insist, it is
 not inferential at all.

 This is the crux of the issue. Can the required position be made
 intelligible? Boghossian does not argue that it cannot. He merely
 asserts to the contrary, as we saw, that "Bringing any such know-
 ledge to bear on the justifiability of the inference would itself require

 justified use of the very same sort of inference whose justifiability
 [that] knowledge was supposed to secure." The larger question,
 however, will prove to be whether it can somehow be argued
 that simple internalism can make nothing of the notion of non-
 inferential warrant in general: warrant, that is, conferred just by a
 thinker's appreciation that circumstances obtain sufficient to justify
 her holding a particular belief. To explain. One could ask, rather in
 the manner of Boghossian, how such appreciation could have any
 bearing on the question of warrant; and - at least for a moment -
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 there would be something like the same temptation to answer by
 making play with a kind of inferential routine. That answer would

 be that when I recognise that the obtaining of conditions C confers
 on me a warrant to accept P, it is because I accept a correct epistemic
 norm along the lines.

 A thinker who knows that conditions C obtain (and meets circumstantial condi-
 tions D) is warranted in accepting P.

 And this acceptance helps get me to recognition of a warrant for P
 because - the temptation is to think - it subserves an inference like:

 (i) I am a thinker who knows that conditions C obtain (and meets
 circumstantial conditions D)

 (ii) A thinker who knows that conditions C obtain (and meets
 circumstantial conditions D) is warranted in accepting P.
 Therefore

 (iii) I am warranted in accepting P.

 Obviously, though, this cannot be right all across the board. If
 warrant in general is to be reflectively appreciable warrant - as a
 generalised simple internalism will hold - its appreciation cannot
 always be the product of an inference from acknowledged epistemic
 principles and recognised antecedent conditions. For that model, on
 pain of obvious regress, can provide no explanation of the acquisi-
 tion of warrant for the claim that the relevant antecedent conditions

 obtain. At some point, simple internalism has to countenance a
 range of principled warrants - warrants acquired in a fashion which
 respect certain epistemic principles - whose acquisition involves
 no inference from those principles but proceeds directly from the
 cognitive intake of the thinker. So much is implicit in any general-
 ised internalism about warrant which wants to make space for the
 notion that some warrants are non- inferential. And making such
 space doesn't appear to be optional.

 I do not claim that we can confidently exclude the possibility
 that a generalised internalism for which all warrant must be reflec-
 tively appreciable is indeed in difficulty over the very notion of
 non-inferential warrant. Maybe it is to that ironic conclusion that
 this dialectic eventually leads. But for the time being, it is clear
 how the simple internalist must reply to Boghossian. To staunch
 her view against all threat of Carrollian regress, she must insist that
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 recognition of the validity of a specific inference whose premises are

 known provides a warrant to accept its conclusion not by providing
 additional information from which the truth, or warrantedness of
 the conclusion may be inferred, but in a direct manner - which

 she is in any case committed to postulating and explaining by
 the need to give a coherent account of non-inferential warrant in

 general. In effect, and perhaps paradoxically, her view must be that

 warrants acquired by inference are, in a way, a sub-species of non-
 inferential warrant: that an appreciation that a conclusion follows
 from warranted premises confers, when it does, a warrant for an
 acceptance of that conclusion in no less direct a fashion than that in
 which an appreciation of the colour of the sky confers a warrant for
 the belief that it is blue.

 XIII

 We can thus see the shape of an alternative position that emerges,
 if not unscathed, then at any rate so far undefeated by Boghossian's
 discussion. It will be a simple internalism, qualified by whatever
 degree of concession needs to be made to Hide-and-Seek-type
 examples, but insisting that in the general run of cases, when a
 thinker has the resources to confront the question whether a partic-
 ular inference she is proposing is valid, nothing less than warrant
 to believe that it is valid will suffice to justify the inference. In
 addition, the view will accept a commitment to a non-inferentialist
 epistemology of basic logical knowledge both the general rules and,
 at least in sufficiently simple cases, of the validity of particular
 inferences. And it will insist, finally and crucially, that the role
 played by the latter type of knowledge in warranting the drawing
 of specific conclusions is unmediated by further inference; rather,
 when warrants are bestowed by inference, an appreciation of the
 validity of the inference (and of one's knowledge of the premisses)
 plays a role in warranting the conclusion that is merely a special
 case of the role played by the appreciation of warrant-conferring
 circumstances in non-inferential cases in general.
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 So: that's the outline of a possible position. I myself have no

 particular investment in it. I claim for it only that it is still in play. In

 a famous footnote, Kant wrote

 It still remains a scandal to philosophy ... that the existence of things outside of

 us ... must be accepted merely onfaith, and that, if anyone thinks good to doubt

 their existence, we are unable to counter his doubts by any satisfactory proof.20

 It is, if anything, a yet greater 'scandal' that we have so far acquired

 so little understanding of the basic epistemological architecture of

 logical inference. Notwithstanding the limitations which I have tried

 to bring out, I think Boghossian's subtle and probing paper teaches

 us of a possibility which we might otherwise have been likely

 to overlook. That is no small achievement. But I also think the
 more traditional kind of view just sketched - more traditional in

 its foundationalist resonances and the role it accords to some form

 of direct 'rational insight' - survives his discussion, albeit perhaps

 in a usefully sharpened perspective concerning its commitments and

 obligations. More work is needed. For the time being we will have

 our best chance of quieting the scandal - if indeed it can be quieted

 - if we keep both possibilities in view.

 NOTES

 1 Paul Boghossian and I have discussed the present and related issues over a
 number of years, and it is a pleasure to have the opportunity to record some-
 thing of the cross-flow of our ideas in print. My paper here is a development of
 comments made on Boghossian's presentation of the same title at the Pacific Divi-
 sional meetings of the American Philosophical Association held at Albuquerque
 in March 2000. That exchange grew out of an earlier one, on "Concepts and the
 A Priori", staged at the Epistemology and Naturalism Conference held at Stirling
 in May 1997 under the aegis of the Consciousness in a Natural World project.
 (A version of Boghossian's paper on that occasion has since been published
 as "Knowledge of Logic" in Paul Boghossian and Christopher Peacocke, eds.,
 New Essays on the A Priori, Oxford: the Clarendon Press 2000, pp. 229-254.)
 For helpful criticisms and observations, I would like to record my thanks to
 participants in the discussions at Stirling and at Albuquerque, to Bob Hale who
 commented on an earlier draft of my present paper, and to Paul Boghossian.
 2 Grundlagen ? 105.

 3 This volume at pp. 1-40.
 4 Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics I, ? 156.
 5 It may be countered that there is generality in the apprehension of logical form.
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 In apprehending that a proposition is of a certain form, we do precisely apprehend

 a generality: one which quantifies over all tokens of the proposition in question.

 Generality of this kind, however, is not germane. If I perceive that the mug on

 my desk is blue, I likewise apprehend a generality: that all mugs like that are

 blue. But the generality apprehended in grasping the validity of a basic rule of

 inference is not of that (trivial) sort: if it were, one could not identify an instance

 of the rule except via a judgement about its validity (just as one could not verify

 that a mug was relevantly like that except via the judgement that it was blue).

 Whereas the whole point about knowledge of the validity of a rule of inference

 is that, in tandem with the identification of an instance, it grounds the judgement

 that the instance is valid.

 6 - or even for agnosticism about it -
 7 It is, for instance, arguable that no-one could coherently believe that they had a
 counterexample to modus ponens. For that would involve accepting instances both

 of P and of If P, then Q while, doubting the corresponding instance of Q, whereas

 it is plausibly constitutive of a grasp of the conditional - and hence a necessary

 condition of possession of any belief configuring it - that one precisely not be

 inclined to doubt what immediately follows by modus ponens from others of one's

 beliefs. Likewise, any demonstration that modus ponens was unsound when used

 in tandem with other rules would perforce depend on some sort of proof-theory in

 which to conduct it; and it seems hardly credible that such a proof-theory could

 avoid reliance on conditionals and their usual associated rules of inference. These

 thoughts are pursued by Bob Hale in forthcoming work.

 8 This volume at pp. 1-40.
 9 This is a close relative of the defensive thoughts outlined in footnote 7 as above

 and, as such, is not - it seems tom me - really to Boghossian's larger purpose.

 As soon as we try to harness it to that purpose - addressing the issue not of

 our commitment to modus ponens but of its objective validity - we confront

 a dilemma: is the intelligibility of the question whether modus ponens is valid

 taken to imply that it is valid, or not? If not, then to suppose that we could not

 so much as understand the question unless we had the prior practice of inference

 in accordance with modus ponens carries no implications of its actual validity.

 On the other hand, if the very intelligibility of the question is taken somehow to

 imply the validity of the rule, then the issue becomes with what right our practice

 in accordance with modus ponens (and other rules for the conditional) is assumed

 to constitute an intelligible meaning for that question. (As will become clear in

 the next paragraph, it seems that Boghossian was thinking of the situation in terms

 of the second alternative.)

 10 A reader may wonder how this thought would play in relation to the rule-
 circular derivation of Denying the Antecedent given at the end of ?5. Boghossian
 would claim presumably that, just as the tonk-rules fail to establish any meaning

 for 'tonk', so Denying the Antecedent, taken as a conditional-elimination rule,

 fails, when teamed with Conditional Proof as the corresponding introduction rule,
 to establish any meaning for "If ..., then ...". In that case, both derivations

 may be rejected on the ground that the Meaning Postulates they respectively use
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 as premisses actually have no content and so may not be used to support any

 conclusion at all. But this could not be the objection to the derivation for Denying
 the Antecedent in the scenario where a meaning is independently established for

 "If ..., then ..." - for instance, by practice in accordance with modus ponens
 and Conditional Proof. Rather Boghossian's point would then be, I take it, that
 if a content is established for "If ..., then ..." independently of any practice
 in accordance with Denying the Antecedent, then the latter is not a meaning-
 constituting rule, and the use of it in the bogus derivation thus has to answer

 to the simple intemalist account of the acquisition-condition, and so will confer

 warrant on the conclusion only if we are already justified in regarding Denying
 the Antecedent as a valid rule. I confess, though, to some uncertainty about this.
 11 For an overview of the issues, see Bob Hale and Crispin Wright, The Reason's
 Proper Study (Oxford: the Clarendon Press 2001).
 12 This volume at pp. 1-40.

 13 See chapter 3 of Robert Nozick Philosophical Explanations (Oxford: the Clar-
 endon Press 1981).

 14 If this line of thought is compelling, it scotches immediately all prospect of a
 thinker's coming to learn of necessities by reasoning from meaning postulates -
 for instance, in the fashion earlier illustrated in the template for tonk-Introduction

 and Denying the Antecedent. For given that it is contingent what any expression
 means, any model of that broad kind must proceed from contingent premisses
 (whether or not they are plausibly knowable a priori) and thus can ground no
 more than knowledge of the truth, contrast: the necessity, of the conclusion.

 15 Chrysippus' Dog provides another.
 16 Mind 4 (1895), pp. 278-280.
 17 Here is Boghossian's original expression of the argument:

 According to [simple internalism], one can only be justified in inferring a
 given conclusion from a given premise according to a given rule R, if one
 knows, or justifiably believes, that R has a particular logical property, say
 that it is truth-preserving. Unless you know that R is valid, you cannot use R
 to derive justified conclusions.

 So, for example, no-one simply reasoning from the particular proposition
 p and the particular proposition 'if p then q' to the proposition q could ever
 be justified in drawing the conclusion q. In addition, the thinker would have
 to know that his premises logically entail his conclusion.

 Clearly, however, the intention cannot be that a thinker know this separ-
 ately for every inference that his is tempted to draw. That would require a
 thinker to know an impossible number of things. Rather, the idea is that the
 thinker has the general knowledge that the rule implicated in his reasoning is
 valid, that any inference of the form MPP is truth-preserving.

 Let's assume, then, for the purposes of argument that our thinker S has
 this knowledge: he knows that any argument of the form MPP is truth-

 preserving. How does this help him to be justified in justifiably [sic] inferring
 the particular proposition q from the particular premises p and 'if p then q'?
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 The answer might seem quite simple. The general knowledge about modus

 ponens allows him to appreciate that the particular inference he is drawing is
 itself truth-preserving and so justified. But how does this general knowledge
 help him to appreciate this? Is there any alternative but to picture our thinker
 as reasoning, however tacitly, as follows:

 (a) any inference of the form MPP is truth-preserving.

 (b) this inference is of the form MPP.

 (c) therefore this inference is truth-preserving.

 Any such reasoning, however, would itself involve a step using modus
 ponens.

 Here, however, we are on the verge of launching an unstoppable regress.
 If the unsupported modus ponens inference could not generate justified belief

 all by itself, how will backing it up with general knowledge of the validity of

 modus ponens help? Bringing any such knowledge to bear on the justifiability
 of the inference would itself require justified use of the very same sort of
 inference whose justifiability the general knowledge was supposed to secure.

 What this Lewis Carroll-inspired argument shows, it seems to me, is that
 at some point it must be possible to use a rule in reasoning in order to arrive

 at a justified conclusion, without this use needing to be supported by some
 knowledge about the rules that one is relying on. It must be possible simply
 to move between thoughts in a way that generates justified belief, without this

 move being grounded in the thinker's justified belief about the rule used in
 the reasoning.

 18 This volume, pp. 1-40.

 19 The regressive thought is that if the information (3) is needed to justify the
 original inference at all, then - since that justification itself proceeds by inference

 - more information, so the simple internalist must concede, will be needed to
 underwrite the inference involved in the justification; and since that underwriting

 in turn will be inferential, yet more information will be needed to justify it . .. and

 so there is no end to the collateral information necessary to justify any infer-
 ence. One doubt whether the regress is vicious turns on the reflection that all the

 successive items of information involved in any particular case are consequences
 of the first. In the above example, for instance, the successively required items of
 collateral information, represented as conditionals, look like this:

 (3) P-> ((P Q) - Q)
 (4) P-* ((P Q) ((P - ((P Q) Q)) Q))
 (5) P -- ((P Q) ((P ((P Q) Q)) ((P -* ((P -- Q) -? ((P -+ ((P

 -4 Q) Q)) -* Q))) Q)))

 and so on. Since each nth one of these differs from its predecessor merely by
 substitution for the latter's right-most occurrence of 'Q' of a formula of the form,

 n- --* Q' - it may seem that Hero doesn't need to be a terribly long-sighted
 logician to conclude that he can obtain - and therefore, in effect, already has - all
 these items of information just provided he has the first, and that he is therefore
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 in position to justify each of the inferences involved in the regress. Which is

 accordingly harmless.

 It my be countered that, in order to claim the successive items of information

 of this kind, Hero will once again have to be in position to justify inferences to

 those items of information as conclusions. That will once again call for items

 of warranting collateral information, this time concerning entailments between

 earlier and later items in the above series of conditionals. But Hero can reply

 again that his knowledge of each of the relevant entailments - (3) =X (4), (4) =X
 (5), etc., - may be obtained by inference from the general reflection about the

 structure of their antecedents and consequents just outlined; and the obtainability

 of this knowledge is something he can foresee in advance. Of course, it takes
 inference to move from that general reflection to particular cases. And the intern-

 alist will have to regard the warrant for such inferences as once again depending
 on collateral information that those inferences are valid. But the reply will be that

 the requisite items of collateral information - each to the effect that a statement

 of one the above entailments, (n) => (n + 1), is itself entailed by an appropriate
 statement of the general reflection - can be recursively corralled by a single act of

 intellectual insight. In short, the merchant of regress charges that the simple inter-

 nalism cannot explain how any of the relevant inferences in one of these series

 are justified since no end of collateral information is presupposed in every case;
 and the internalist responds that Hero can access the needed information without
 limit - not indeed by successive plodding inferences but by a single insight that
 each of them goes through; that he can know that he can do so; and hence that he
 is fully entitled to make each of the inferences concerned.

 This situation obviously needs further attention if it is to be clear if there is a
 winner.

 20 Preface to the Critique of Pure Reason, 2nd. Edition, B xxxix, Kemp Smith tr.
 p. 34.

 Columbia University

 NY, USA
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